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INTRODUCING ÆKOS 

ÆKOS: The Australian Ecological Knowledge and Observation System is an innovative product that aims to 
facilitate reuse of environmental information by enabling users to discover, access and understand available 
observation data.  The key features of ÆKOS include: 

 Federation of large and diverse data holdings from sources across Australia to make them 
discoverable and accessible through a single user friendly web portal; 

 Sophisticated browse and search functionality leveraging the power of semantics; 

 A streamlined data licensing process that sets out any conditions imposed by the data owners and 
where possible facilitates direct access to the information, or at the very least outlines the process that 
users need to undertake to gain access in this respect. 

 Enrichment of stored data through the addition of contextual information including details of the 
methodology used to acquire the records as well as data structure, units, classification systems and 
provenance. 

 The ability to handle complex “sparse graph-oriented” information which is reflective of rich plot-
based data characteristic of the ecological science discipline.  

THE ECOLOGICAL DATA CHALLENGE 

Ecologists use and record observations to improve our understanding of the natural world.  The process is 
made particularly challenging by the high level of complexity of natural systems, which is exhibited through 
contextual dependency as well as spatial and temporal variation. 
Ecological data is often expensive to collect and individual observations are often irreplaceable given the 
dynamic nature of ecosystems.  These factors generally result in ecological datasets having a relatively narrow 
focus whereas many of the emerging problems in ecology require broad data coverage to adequately examine 
them.  Whilst this could be partially addressed through large scale collection of new data, such an approach is 
often impractical.  In this case, re-purposing of existing information may provide a satisfactory alternative. 
For data re-use to be viable, it is imperative that it is properly stored and curated so as to enable re-
examination and or re-purposing, thereby maximising the value of the information.  Unfortunately, a number 
of barriers currently restrict re-use of data by third party researchers, including poor discoverability, access 
constraints, and a general lack of necessary contextual information around the data. 
Poor discoverability means that it is difficult for a researcher to become aware of the existence of relevant 
information.  This is a consequence of the general lack of focus around indexing of information (e.g. metadata 
capture) in the ecological research realm as well as a paucity of suitable search tools for end users. 
Even where data is well catalogued, access constraints may prevent the data being obtained or make 
assessment of suitability uneconomic  because of effort required for negotiating access to data as well as well 
as any other technical, procedural or political factors which to be overcome. 
When data can successfully be acquired, a lack of sufficient contextual information makes familiarisation and 
interpretation difficult.  This is generally a legacy of the way data is initially stored such that any information 
that is either implicit or not immediately relevant to the observation is not explicitly captured, often because 
that information is known and obvious to the observer / original researcher.  Unfortunately, the lack of 
contextual information makes it very difficult for a third party (less familiar with the work) to be able to assess 
whether a particular data set is suitable for their purposes and to correctly interpret its content. 
The goal for the development of ÆKOS is to greatly reduce the time spent by researchers assessing, acquiring 
and employing third party data, allowing them to more rapidly discover and assess suitability of data sets for 
incorporation into their research. 

ENGINEERING A SOLUTION 

Most existing databases of ecological observational data have the problem that the data is highly specific to the 
purpose for which it was collected and the means of collection (dictating aspects such as the statistical 
sampling).  As such, understanding that data requires intimate knowledge both of the data representation as 
well as methods used to collect it. This works well enough in a local project-team environment where 
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participants share the contextual knowledge but is harder to achieve when making the data available to the 
broader research community. 
The traditional approach to publishing data in this field usually involves the production of fairly basic 
metadata including a short abstract for the data set along with a few keyword tags.  The data is then published 
verbatim in the form in which it has been used or collected. This approach has some notable issues: 

 The abstract and keywords will all be variable in quality both in terms of the level of detail and the 
types of information included. 

 The terminology in the abstract will vary with author and may specify similar details in different ways 
and at different levels. 

 The data will not be easily comprehensible because there will usually not be sufficient definition of the 
measured variables or the value systems (classifications, units, etc.). 

 The accuracy and plausibility of the data is difficult to assess because little information is provided on 
methods or evidence (which determine accuracy / plausibility), and supporting details such as any 
curation, verification, cleaning or review of data is not recorded. 

 Once data sets are discovered and determined to be fit for purpose, the user will often have to 
manually try to knit multiple data sources together by mapping the various data formats back to some 
common model for analysis purposes. 

 To understand the data, and to map it for analysis, the user will likely have to research information on 
the methods and values used (such as by reading a lengthy procedure manual, obtaining associated 
publications and cited materials, or contacting the originator of the data). 

 
ÆKOS solves many of the aforementioned issues by embracing the following principles: 

 Published Data is stored and presented in a common format or model where possible - both in terms 
of structure and values - removing the need for unnecessary effort on data mapping and alignment by 
consumers. 

 Published Data is stored and presented in a way that reflects reality – i.e. what was actually observed 
rather than the more arbitrary or process oriented format used for capture or storage. 

 Published Data is 'contextualised' by having easy-to-read descriptions accompanying it on methods, 
values, and other elements such as sampling, accuracy, evidence, etc. - reducing the reading and 
investigation burden for data assessment. 

 Published Data is described in a consistently structured way with defined topic headings which cover 
key aspects or facets of the data and associated methods - making the important information quickly 
accessible and conveying a deep understanding of the data. 

 Published Data includes information on processing and other activities (such as curation, review, and 
others.) which impact upon its accuracy, plausibility and general information content. 

 Published Data is indexed using controlled vocabularies with appropriate synonymy and term 
expansion.  This provides semantic annotation and expansion for taxonomy and other classification 
systems thereby breaking out information for search which is otherwise concealed in the underlying 
meaning of abstracts and description. 

 
ÆKOS is currently under active development (Figure 1) and it is expected that the first public beta release of a 
portal will occur at the end of 2012.  Effort has been expended to date on developing the information models, 
semantics, ecological ontology and establishing the necessary partnerships to draw together key ecological 
datasets from across Australia. Additional information about the initiative is available from the project’s 
website http://www.aekos.org.au. 
 

 

Figure 1: An early version of the ÆKOS portal 

 

http://www.aekos.org.au/
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